Committee Named On Unemployment

A 73-member committee on employment was appointed Monday by the Kappa 
Council to study unemployment, which is increasing at lay-off be-

The board named its commit-
tee President Frank Ritter, Board 
Members Stanley Bass, Harry 
Kaplan, William Parkhouse, and an unemployed, 101-member, Robert Bowerman. Nothing was 
announced about an upcoming 
UN delegation of unemployed 
men in Washington to press for 
action on unemployment and for
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YOMEN

301 Board Ask Action On Callahan and Kelley

The 301 Board Monday pro-
pounded against recent actions of John Callahan, autoworker head of the Pittsburgh OE, and Fred Kelley, business agent at

The Board voted Monday to

the continued work of the General 

Board of 312 in all capacity of

OE locals to take appropriate ac-

The Board voted Monday to
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The United Office and Produc-

tion (OUPA) office in Pitts-

There is no report that the 
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Warren, assistant works man-
ager, told the grievance com-
mittee that the company had refused

DEPARTMENT NEWS

CUT LAY-OFFS BY SHORTER HOURS, HIGHER PAY

GE-UE Will Meet Tuesday: Boulware Busy Meanwhile!

Stalemate on another CIO page in the last Workers News told OE workers that the payment by the company for store

If the order is carried out, the CIO page will

As a result of the original ope-
ning and during the first year of

The OE is about to start

The company has announced that
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Ralph Brown, assistant works 
manager, told the grievance com-
mittee that the company had refused
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**Free Rein for GE At Hampton Plant**

The Atomic Energy Commission has ordered the General Electric Company to cease all the buttoning of the Hampton plant at Newport News. The company was to be notified by the AEC. The order was based on the AEC's decision that the Hampton plant was not being used for the production of atomic energy.

**GE Movie Needs Some More Scenes**

The General Electric Company's newest movie, "The Worker," which was scheduled to be shown in the Electrochemical Industry Club, has been delayed. The film's producer said that the film was not ready for release.

**Newspaper Sounds Off on "Sneezing"**

A correspondent for the "Free Press" in Detroit wrote an article criticizing the "Free Press" for its "sneezing" policy. The correspondent said that the newspaper's policy was unfair and that the "Free Press" should be more concerned with the needs of the community.

**301 to File Complaint On Docking for Tools**

Local 301 of the United Electrical Workers' Union has filed a complaint with the NLRB against the General Electric Company for docking employees for the use of tools.

**Top AFL Leaders Echo Big Business**

A group of top AFL leaders has endorsed the "Big Business" program of the National Association of Manufacturers.

**Troy Man Collects $15,000 from GE To Settle Claim Over Lamp invention**

Mr. Troy, a man who invented a lamp that was later produced by General Electric Company, has collected $15,000 from GE to settle his claim. Mr. Troy claimed that GE had used his invention without his permission.

---

**Board Donates $60 to Canadian Seamen**

A board donated $60 to the Canadian Seamen's Union, affiliated with the Canadian Federation of Labour, AFL.

**GE Can't Duck Blame For Lay-offs at Plant**

Recent layoffs at GE have been interpreted as a step in the direction of reducing the workforce. The layoffs are the result of a policy of reducing costs, which is being implemented at GE.

**How About Passing UE Atomic Bills?**

The United Electrical Workers' (UE) Atomic Bill has been filed in the Congress. The UE is demanding that the Atomic Energy Bill be passed as soon as possible.

---
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